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The Exploding New Mega-Trend & Unconventional 3-Step System Our 
Students Use To Generate $2,079+ Per Week "Dropshipping eServices"

In This Session You'll Join ”‘The Founding Fathers” Of eService Dropshipping To Discover:

The next huge Mega-Trend set to be even bigger than eCommerce, currently generating 
$10,513/day without even having 'scratched the surface'.

The original "eService Dropshipping" model, which generates 90% profit margins simply by 
acting as 'the man in the middle' in this exploding industry.

How you can clone their "Copy & Paste" eStore and hit $2,079+ per week in profit with fewer 
than 25 total sales, even with no previous experience.

The "Aim & Fire" Traffic System for getting interested visitors, without ever having to pay for 
ads or waiting around for 'slow traffic' to kick in.

How you can instantly tap into a pool of over 50,000,000+ potential buyers, with thousands of 
dollars to spend on eServices every month, IN ANY NICHE.

How to manage your "eService Dropshipping Store" with near-total automation, no tech skills, 
no inventory, and no physical suppliers.

How the current global situation actually accelerated the growth of this new mega-trend and 
why 'the perfect moment to start' came several years early.
...and much more!

Please Note: We only have limited capacity on each call so be sure to arrive 30 minutes early. Each 
session will run at full capacity and there’s a chance that you won’t be able to get in if you’re late.
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INTRODUCTION

CHRIS MUNCH

element necessary, no shipping or logistics, or inventory to worry about.

I started my online business 10+ years ago while at university.
I was sharing an overcrowded student house, putting 12+ 
hours a day into my business, until it started to pay off.
I Made My First $100,000+ Per Year with a blog network I 
created in consumer niches.
I combined viral content with certain underground traffic 
strategies I'd picked up.
I developed technologies to make it all run bigger, smoother 
and faster.
When I first sold access to my methods, it made 6 Figures In 
One Week. When I first sold access to the technology, it 
made 7 Figures In One Week.
Today I run an 8-Figure Software Company and help over 
100,000+ people build their own businesses.
And I do it in a way that lasts them a lifetime… instead of 
when next loophole closes, like some.

You’ll also discover 
for the first time, 
the opportunity that 
exists within an 
exploding new
underground
industry; eServices.
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After 15+ years in business online, I've seen patterns repeat
and new trends emerge.

Generally speaking, I advise anyone to choose a method, or
a business model - and stick with it until you get results.

But every now and then, a new trend  emerges that cannot
and must not be ignored... because it changes the context.

And context is everything.

The fact is, the online business and commerce environment
is changing - and we will have to adapt, in order to thrive.

Fortunately, in this guide I'm going to show you what's
changing and how you can create a $100,000+/yr business
thanks to it... with a special focus on eServices.

eServices, by the way, are simply digital services bought, sold and fulfilled online... with no physical

Some time in 2020 we began an experimental new project, with a view to tapping
into an exploding new mega-trend. Now we're able to see the results...



The Rise Of eServices

We increased by 350% in record time

Anyone with an online business or website
Anyone who freelances or works virtually
Anyone looking to start an online business

Anyone looking to replace lost income 
due to the crisis
Anyone wanting to keep their boots 
on the ground and get a reality check

JAY CRUIZ

Who Will Benefit From This Guide

Jay was stuck in a mind-numbing office job around the time 
we met. Like so many others, he was looking for an escape… 
and he added a powerful ‘missing ingredient’ to the business.

As soon as Jay came on board, we became the fastest growing 
company in our industry. His mastery of integrity-driven sales 
and persuasion made a huge impact.

It happened because he was getting word out about something with massive demand…(more on that 
later, though…)
Jay now heads up our team in London, UK – where he’s helping others do the same every day.

We Built A Team Of 30+ Awesome Individuals Perfecting What You’re Going To Learn About In 

RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
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This Book – So Our Students Could Hit $2,079+/wk In An Exploding New Industry In Record Time!



The Rise Of eServices

The Exploding New Mega-Trend & Unconventional 3-Step System Our 
Students Use To Generate $2,079+ Per Week "Dropshipping eServices"

In This Session You'll Join ”‘The Founding Fathers” Of eService Dropshipping To Discover:

The next huge Mega-Trend set to be even bigger than eCommerce, currently generating 
$10,513/day without even having 'scratched the surface'.

The original "eService Dropshipping" model, which generates 90% profit margins simply by 
acting as 'the man in the middle' in this exploding industry.

How you can clone their "Copy & Paste" eStore and hit $2,079+ per week in profit with fewer 
than 25 total sales, even with no previous experience.

The "Aim & Fire" Traffic System for getting interested visitors, without ever having to pay for 
ads or waiting around for 'slow traffic' to kick in.

How you can instantly tap into a pool of over 50,000,000+ potential buyers, with thousands of 
dollars to spend on eServices every month, IN ANY NICHE.

How to manage your "eService Dropshipping Store" with near-total automation, no tech skills, 
no inventory, and no physical suppliers.

How the current global situation actually accelerated the growth of this new mega-trend and 
why 'the perfect moment to start' came several years early.
...and much more!

Please Note: We only have limited capacity on each call so be sure to arrive 30 minutes early. Each 
session will run at full capacity and there’s a chance that you won’t be able to get in if you’re late.
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Many people will advise you to follow your passion, and while that can be great advice and seems like 
it would be enjoyable, if your passion doesn’t make any money or leads you to bankruptcy, your 

It’s always worth checking if your passion aligns with good business sense. If it does great, but if not 
then you might want to reconsider your direction or see if there’s a way you can adjust.

For example, your passion could be Real Estate and selling expensive properties, but if the market 

You could instead focus more on the rental market, more on homes with high security, offer live 
online viewings, and provide online training on the best options for struggling homeowners. I know 
very little about the real estate market… but you get the idea to be creative.

I have 7 criteria that I use to decide if a specific industry or business model is worth getting involved 
with. Here they are...

rules for being in a niche that will give you the absolute best results.

The Rise Of eServices

01
Lorem Ipsum

03
Large Variety

of Offers
04

Low to No
Competition

05
Repeat

Purchases

06
Growing
Industry

07
High Customer

Value

02
Huge

Passion

01
High

Demand

Winning
Industry
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hobby could quickly feel very unfulfilling.

goes south and few people are buying properties, then you might need to pivot.

Regardless of what's happening in the world, there are some fundamental
The 7 Factors Of A WInning INdustry

EVERY WINNING INDUSTRY MEETS THE FOLLOWING CRITERA...



1. High Customer Value – typically it’s easier for the regular entrepreneur to make more money when the value of 
their customers is higher. For example, if you sell plastic cable ties and the main differentiator is price.
As a result your profit margins are low, then you have to sell a HUGE amount to make a lot of money. However, 
if you sell a high-profit $5,000 service to someone with the cash to afford it, then you don’t need many of those to 
make good money.

2. High Demand – This is fairly obvious but the higher the demand the better. If there’s little or no demand then 
you will probably have a problem. 

3. Huge Passion or Burning Problem – If it solves a painful problem or your audience shares a huge passion for 
the product or industry, then it makes getting sales a lot easier.

4. Large Variety of Products/Services – You don’t hear this mentioned often, but it’s critical to growth and 
stability. If you can only offer one key product line then you are limited.
If you get competition or growth stalls, you have little room for maneuver. However, when your target market is 
interested in a lot of different products and services you have more room to maneuver.
You can offer up-sells and cross-sell other products, focus on more popular, low competition or growing product 
categories as the times change, and even sell some products at a very low price just to gain a customer into your 
sales funnel. 

5. Low Competition – The less competition the easier your life will be as ultimately competition serves to lower 
your profit margins over time, and makes you work harder to have an advantage over the competition.

6. Repeat Purchases – If the products or services in your industry are typically repeating purchases or subscrip-
tions then your customer value will be a lot higher, and your revenues a lot more predictable.
This also includes products where people need to buy more of something to keep using the product, such as ink 
cartridges for printers. 

7. Growth Industry – Probably the pinnacle of all these 7 factors is being in a growth industry. This means with 
all things being equal, by just being in the industry your sales should grow by riding the wave of growth in the 
industry, even if you are just average. If you are good you will grow even quicker. The downside can be that 
technology and products change quickly, but that can also be a positive as it allows you to sell more. True growth 
industries continue to grow even during declines.
Think of radio in the 20s, TV in the 60s, internet in the 90s, and digital marketing and A.I. today. The earlier you 
are in this industry the better.

If you can hit all 7 criteria then you have big potential on your hands, but even hitting just 5 or 6 can make a big 
difference to your success. Let’s look in more detail...

The Rise Of eServices
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You want to be in an industry that has 
multiple years left in its growth 
stage so you can ride this wave of 
growth

The Rise Of eServices
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If you are hitting most of these including being in a growth industry then you should get through the 
economic decline in good condition, and maybe even grow.

However, if you are not measuring up well against these factors then you will need to prepare.

These factors work in the opposite way too so if, for example, your industry is declining and your 
competition is huge, then you are likely in trouble. You will need to pivot your business or maybe 
even see the writing on the wall and change your industry entirely.

Whereas if your industry is just steady 
(neither growing or declining), and
competition is average, then you have 
less to be concerned about even if you are 
not in the most optimal industry.
Obviously this is all very subjective, but by doing some research and at least considering these criteria 
it helps you make better decisions.

Regardless, it's quite clear that being in a growth industry is a critical factor in surviving a crisis and 
potentially even ending up in a better position!

Also remember that things change over time, and your once great industry may not stay that way.

The Rise Of eServices

How many of these factors does your own 
business hit?
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The Rise Of eServices

The Exploding New Mega-Trend & Unconventional 3-Step System Our 
Students Use To Generate $2,079+ Per Week "Dropshipping eServices"

In This Session You'll Join ”‘The Founding Fathers” Of eService Dropshipping To Discover:

The next huge Mega-Trend set to be even bigger than eCommerce, currently generating 
$10,513/day without even having 'scratched the surface'.

The original "eService Dropshipping" model, which generates 90% profit margins simply by 
acting as 'the man in the middle' in this exploding industry.

How you can clone their "Copy & Paste" eStore and hit $2,079+ per week in profit with fewer 
than 25 total sales, even with no previous experience.

The "Aim & Fire" Traffic System for getting interested visitors, without ever having to pay for 
ads or waiting around for 'slow traffic' to kick in.

How you can instantly tap into a pool of over 50,000,000+ potential buyers, with thousands of 
dollars to spend on eServices every month, IN ANY NICHE.

How to manage your "eService Dropshipping Store" with near-total automation, no tech skills, 
no inventory, and no physical suppliers.

How the current global situation actually accelerated the growth of this new mega-trend and 
why 'the perfect moment to start' came several years early.
...and much more!

Please Note: We only have limited capacity on each call so be sure to arrive 30 minutes early. Each 
session will run at full capacity and there’s a chance that you won’t be able to get in if you’re late.
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Once again, eServices, are simply digital services bought, sold and fulfilled online... with no physical 
element necessary, no shipping or logistics, or inventory to worry about.
“Dropshipping” eServices, works just the same as in eCommerce, except without the physical 
component… so you don’t have to worry about suppliers, stock or delayed shipments.
Let’s take a look at this business model from a higher level.
On top of hitting all the 7 criteria for a winning industry this business model requires:

eServices hits all 7 criteria for a winning industry, and the sub-industry of 
our specially chosen eService is growing even faster.

The pandemic has only intensified the need to be online. Since foot traffic has plummeted during lockdowns and 
online traffic increased, many businesses have realized just how important the internet is. This has actually made it 
easier to sell eServices, not harder, as I’ll discuss shortly.

The fact is, as soon as people were FORCED to find solutions to their day-to-day problems online; they quicky 
realised how much easier it was. They developed NEW BUYING HABITS and many businesses were fast to 
adapt and serve their needs.
We now see new eServices in every niche imaginable going live every day!
eServices are now officially EXPLODING.
This is the dawn of a new era... and we are right there at the start.

If you compare this to running a restaurant franchise for example which has a lot of logistics, stress, moving parts, 
and low profit margins… you can see how this hands-off eService model is far superior in many ways.
And word to the wise… both Amazon and Google have seen the writing on the wall and are investing in the 
eServices mega-trend as well. Rest assured though, we’re actually a step ahead.

The Rise Of eServices

No Product – You resell someone else’s eService
No Fulfillment – You have another company fulfill the service
Recurring Monthly Payments – You get paid every month for ongoing service
Low Maintenance – You just provide a monthly report if you like (recommended)
No Ad Spend – You can get sales using our fast and free automated traffic methods
Being Paid Upfront – You get paid upfront by buyers before delivering the eService
High Profit Margins – You can easily mark-up the price and make 50-95% profit margins
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Aside from being in a growing industry, the business model of selling

The Power Of The “eService Dropshipping” Business Model

ECOMMERCE VS. ESERVICES



What’s especially great about the Dropshipping eServices model is you can choose to enter any niche 
you want. If the eService operates in that niche, so can you.
This means you can choose to serve the industries that are doing well. If things change you can pivot 
to a new industry.
You can ride the wave of growth of any booming industry without taking the financial risk!

With eServices already growing, this is your secret hidden multiplier. You are in a growing industry, 
serving the growing customer base of another booming industry! You are riding two waves of 
growth at the same time!

So obviously one of the first things we did was identify which industries were growing and declining 
like I’ve shared in this report and channeled our energy into safe and growing industries while at the 
same time encouraging our users to do the same.
Being in a growing industry that sells into another growing industry is extremely powerful. It’s the 
one decision that makes everything else easier and many of the problems that most will be facing 
during a crisis just dissipate because the forces of growth are just so intense.

However, it’s worth noting that society has just undergone a massive shift, and we are all about to 
experience, as they say in the media... a ‘new normal’.

This means that the way we have sold 
before may no longer apply.
And truth be told, it’s been a long time 
coming… this shift into the digital.
It affects us as digital marketers and 
entrepreneurs, just as much (if not 
more) as it affects the public at large.

The Secret Multiplier...
By this point you might have realized that the industry you serve dictates 
the potential of your financial results. Pick the right growing niche and 

you’re in for bigger results.

The Rise Of eServices
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No Product
No Suppliers
No Inventory
No Facebook Ads
No YouTube Ads
No Google Ads
No Paid Advertising
No “Slow” Traffic
No List Building

No Social Media
No SEO
No Content Creation
No Amazon
No Shopify
No Tech Skills
No Design Skills
No Sales Skills
No Writing Skills

The Writing On The Wall...

The Dropshipping eServices Model We Created Allows You To Profit With:

… Now It’s The Internet Marketers!

We’re about to change gears now, because after several pages of theory, it’s time for action.
I’ve done my best to arm you with the knowledge you need, to carry you forward, through the crisis, into the future 
– and through any crisis that may present in the future.
There will always be some ‘threat’ to our business… it’s what we do about it… what we can control… that matters.

You see, as far back as 2012, we saw the writing on the wall...
… how ‘Manual Digital Labor’ was becoming obsolete…
… how ‘Industry Giants’ like Google, Facebook & Amazon were tightening regulations…
… how more and more “Market Whales” were swallowing up all kinds of niches…

Altogether – it leaves no room for ‘the little guy’ to compete and make a profit.
It was clear to us… a huge, yet inevitable shift was coming.
And now it’s finally here.

So if you want to stand any hope of making $2,079+ per week, like we and our students do…
Pay close attention to what you’re about to read.

Which is critical because, first it was the factories, then it was the retailers…

The Rise Of eServices
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Tesla’s $5 Billion GigaFactory, Amazon’s Drone Network, Uber’s 
Driverless Cars… VR, Augmented Reality & Alexa In Every Home – 
We Live In An Automated World!

And If You Need An Example – Take A Look At These 
Trends On The Following Page...

If you don’t setup your online business to be 99% automated…
… you’re going to lose to someone who did.
Automation makes our lives easier and gives us more free time, sure.
Automation is also replacing humans in everything.
There IS still value to having “A Human Touch” in some cases.
But it HAS to be set aside as part of your ‘brand’ or ‘experience’.

The Rise Of eServices
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The Rise Of eServices

Web Designers Are Being Replaced By Software Like ClickFunnels And Wix...

Graphic Designers Are Being Replaced By Tools Like Crello And Canva...

SEO’s Are Being Made Obsolete By Google’s Machine Learning Algorithm...
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The Rise Of eServices

Web Designers Are Being Replaced By Software Like ClickFunnels And Wix...

The Appeal Of Traditional Internet Marketing Is Falling As A Result...

Internet Marketing
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Take eCommerce, Amazon FBA or Affiliate Marketing for instance…

Unless You Got In 7-8 Years 
Ago There's A Good Chance 
The Easiest Profits Are All 
Gone..Profitable Business 
For 5+ Years There’s
A Good Chance You Missed 

Then you have the 7-8 Figure Super Affiliates…

They’ve been the most popular online business models for years.
A LOT of powerful technology, tools and software developed in that time.
Much of it was only ever shared in private 5-6 figure masterminds.
So these guys don’t only grew bigger… they grew bigger, FASTER!
Which, unless they're following someone smart and honest, leaves 'the little guy' little... hope of catching up…

Guys doing eCommerce or selling on Amazon for 5+ years, still see exponential growth.
Amazon even partnered up with some of them and now help manage their accounts!
They let machines and software do 99% of the work for them.

They get exclusive access to the best offers and the best commissions.
Plus, they have the huge budgets to buy up all the good traffic.
Meanwhile… the little guy remains on the outside.

Lacking experience, the capital, or the tools and technology needed to get an advantage...
… as the little guy, you face near-impossible odds.
And there are some who want to keep you stuck there.

The Rise Of eServices
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The Rise Of eServices

If you find the following cycle familiar – I feel for you… 

There Are People Out There Trying To Keep You Stuck
Right Where You Are (While Taking Your Money...)

How do we know? Because we’ve already seen this model work for people just like you…

So We Perfected Something You Could Do…
Even With No Past Experience Or Special Skills!

The
Guru Cycle

1

High Hope

Higher Hope

Some Hope

Low Hope

No Hope
“Guru” Pitches 

Opportunity

2
Buy

 Opportunity

3
Try 

Opportunity

4
Waste X Time

& Money

5
Discover it 

Doesn’t work
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The Rise Of eServices

WE TAPPED INTO THE EXPLODING ESERVICES INDUSTRY

The 7 Factors OF A FUTURE-PROOF $2,079+ Per Week Business

We found the right offer and put it in front of the right people – in a massive unsaturated market.
We built a high end funnel and optimized it.

Then we did everything we could to STOP doing everything manually!
That’s the only way to keep growing your profits – and that’s how you get the advantage.
We’ve done all that (and we’ll share more with you in a moment).

1.Make Sure You’re In A Growing Market
… Go ‘With’ The Tide And Your Profits Rise Easier

2.Make Recurring Revenue The Core Of Your Business
… So You Can Keep Getting Paid For Sales You Only Make Once

3.Don’t Ever Rely On Loopholes!
… Or Else You Risk Losing Everything In Around 6 Months Time

4.Replace As Many Human Activities As You Can…
… Focus On High-Value Activities And Let Machines Do The Rest

5.Focus On High Ticket Sales
… Making 10-20x More Profit Doesn’t Take Much Extra Effort

6.Avoid Competition Where You Can…
… A Saturated Market Means Lower Profits & Slower Growth

7.Make Sure You Can Get Results Fast…
… Fast Results Increase The Chance You Stick To It Long Term!

If you’re going to stand a chance of creating life-changing profits, which last a lifetime (and not just 6 months)… 
finally break free of the “The Guru Cycle” for good… you must follow these laws.

These 7 Proven Laws Apply In Every Business:

If you want to build a real business… REMEMBER! Here is how it’s done...

RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
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Digital Services – Sold And Delivered Online – 100% Automatically

Dropshipping “eServices”

Think about how Netflix delivers TV & Movies digitally, without any physical cases being shipped (anymore!)
Or how Dropbox provides storage for files, without a physical disk drive.
Or how Google & Facebook provide advertising, without having anything in physical print.
"eServices" has been around for a few years but it's only now EXPLODING as an industry.
In fact, amazing new eServices are being launched every single day!

100% Done For You – Recurring Monthly Revenue – You Keep The Profits

eCommerce exploded after some very smart people developed some great dropshipping systems.
Dropshipping meant you'd make sales and get paid – but the manufacturer did shipping & delivery for you!
It worked, because it removed the most challenging part of the business – making it accessible to everyone.

The Rise Of eServices

THE RISE OF "ESERVICES" & THE COPY+PASTE $100K ESTORE
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Because while eServices can be super lucrative – they are difficult, expensive and risky to build.
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And while that's interesting – what we're talking about is MUCH
more exciting...

That's Why We Developed A Complete System

For "Dropshipping eServices" Instead...



The Rise Of eServices

This Idea Made Millionaires – And 
We're The First To Bring It To eServices

So All You Have To Do Is Follow A Simple System To 
Stack & Scale Recurring Sales – And Keep The Profit!

Free of all the usual challenges, you're able to focus on growing 
your business.

The competition is kept out because we keep these 
developments exclusive to our Asigo partners.

Amazon took things to a whole new level with it's FBA ("Fulfilled By Amazon") program.
You could now sell products on their HUGE marketplace AND use their world-leading distribution network.

We removed the most challenging parts (i.e. providing and 
delivering the eService)...

When You Dropship An eService You're “The Middle Man” Between Buyers & Sellers – 
And You Can Get Paid Every Month Just For Connecting Them Once!

All the usual barriers to entry disappear in the "Dropshipping eServices" model.

What happened then, was more profitable for us and our students than anything before.
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The Rise Of eServices

Imagine Having Your Own “eService Dropshipping” eStore Generating 
$2,079+ Per Week From NO MORE THAN 23 SALES...

Why This Is Better Than Anything
We’ve Done In The Past...

PLUS – You Have An Instant “Play And Play” Business Hitting All 7 
Proven Factors:

We made sure to have recurring revenue at the core of the model.
Making just 1-2 sales per MONTH still stacks profits up to a massive level.

1. You’re In An Exploding Untapped Market So You’re Primed For Rapid Growth
2. You’ll Make Recurring Revenue So You Get Paid For Sales Your eStore Makes Once
3. You Aren’t Relying On Any Loopholes So The Profits You Generate Will Last
4. You’re Replacing 99% Of The “Manual Digital Labor” So You Get More Done In Less Time
5. You’re Focusing On High Ticket Sales So Every Result Will Pay You Much More
6. You’re Avoiding Competition In A Brand New Market So Opportunity Is Everywhere
7. You’re Going To Get Results Fast If You Follow The 5 Simple Steps…

EVERY problem our students have ever faced – even 
problems we’ve faced ourselves…
They’ve all been completely solved here!

… we began investing millions of dollars...
... and countless man hours…
… creating the platform, the method and the systems…

All to make it the simple “plug and play” process, you can use today.
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The Rise Of eServices

But... What About Traffic?

And you might notice – there’s no mention of ‘Drive Traffic’ or ‘Pay For Ads’ or anything like that.
That’s because we don’t need it!
Traffic has ALWAYS been a struggle for our students, so we made it a non-issue.

This – and many other questions, will all be answered on the live workshop, where we can build on everything we 
covered in this book and create a real business, in a rapidly growing new industry.
You'll see why eServices is the perfect opportunity for you right now...
You’ll see how we get traffic without having to pay or wait for it…
You’ll see our exact step-by-step plan to creating your own $2,079+/wk ‘eService Dropshipping Store'...

It Only Requires You To Follow 3 Simple Tasks
Every Day To Get Paid Through Your eService
Dropshipping Store And Make $2,079+ Per 
Week

RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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The Exploding New Mega-Trend & Unconventional 3-Step System Our 
Students Use To Generate $2,079+ Per Week "Dropshipping eServices"

In This Session You'll Join ”‘The Founding Fathers” Of eService Dropshipping To Discover:

The next huge Mega-Trend set to be even bigger than eCommerce, currently generating 
$10,513/day without even having 'scratched the surface'.

The original "eService Dropshipping" model, which generates 90% profit margins simply by 
acting as 'the man in the middle' in this exploding industry.

How you can clone their "Copy & Paste" eStore and hit $2,079+ per week in profit with fewer 
than 25 total sales, even with no previous experience.

The "Aim & Fire" Traffic System for getting interested visitors, without ever having to pay for 
ads or waiting around for 'slow traffic' to kick in.

How you can instantly tap into a pool of over 50,000,000+ potential buyers, with thousands of 
dollars to spend on eServices every month, IN ANY NICHE.

How to manage your "eService Dropshipping Store" with near-total automation, no tech skills, 
no inventory, and no physical suppliers.

How the current global situation actually accelerated the growth of this new mega-trend and 
why 'the perfect moment to start' came several years early.
...and much more!

Please Note: We only have limited capacity on each call so be sure to arrive 30 minutes early. Each 
session will run at full capacity and there’s a chance that you won’t be able to get in if you’re late.
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RSVP FOR THE FREE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE

highmarginprofits.com/training

https://highmarginprofits.com/training/
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop

We've been teaching our method to students all across the globe from all kinds
of backgrounds and experiences, including Beginners. Here are some results...
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BONUS: "Dropshipping eservices" case studies

Dan Makes $1,000/mo LEADING INTO AN EXTRA $5,000 IN SALES

STANLEY GETS TWO NEW CLIENTS IN A MONTH AND KEEPS TaKING ACTION
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      KAMLESH LANDS A NEW CLIENT AND A PREVIOUS CLIENT RETURNS!
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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A NEW CLIENT FOR A REAL GO-GETTER WHO MAKES USE OF THE COMMUNITY!

using all the Ampifire tools at her disposable to keeping adding value
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 receiving a client message excited about the results he's delivering!
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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income increasing and ready to talk strategy with the mastermind!

     ONE YEAR LATER AND JAE KEEPS ADDING SERVICES TO A LONG-TIME CLIENT
 
 
 
 
 
           FIRST CLIENT SECURES $2,000 PER MONTH RECURRING REVENUES!
 
 
 
 
 
       FIRST SALE MADE AND READY TO TALK delivery (SPOILER: it's easy!)
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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The ultimate "no excuses" story everybody should read...

ecstatic client boosts revenues 150% after only one month!
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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incredible "kept pushing" story and this was just the start!
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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the mastermind in action! 2x new deals closed for other members!

the training and software turns a "no way" into a fully paid "yes please!"
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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developed from "shy on the phone" to making sales calls as 2nd nature!

first sale generates $1,932 in profit and the rest gets done by us!
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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4 clients in two weeks and $7,600 cash collected
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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Our students are able to making thousands of dollars in recurring profits every
single month because they provide authentic business-boosting value to clients!

AMPS LAND THE CLIENT #1 IN THE GOOGLE LOCAL 3-PACK...

and it isn't just our asigo students making money!

... and the client is ecstatic at the leads it already generated!
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RSVP FOR THE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
go.asigosystem.com/workshop
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From Minimal Visibility In A Few Locations...

To Prime Visibility Across All Served Locatiosn For Multiple Services...
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Giving The Client Their Best Month Yet - With Even More To Come!
 
                  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
                   And this is just a fraction of what we have to share
                             rsvp to the live workshop to see even more
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The Exploding New Mega-Trend & Unconventional 3-Step System Our 
Students Use To Generate $2,079+ Per Week "Dropshipping eServices"

In This Session You'll Join ”‘The Founding Fathers” Of eService Dropshipping To Discover:

The next huge Mega-Trend set to be even bigger than eCommerce, currently generating 
$10,513/day without even having 'scratched the surface'.

The original "eService Dropshipping" model, which generates 90% profit margins simply by 
acting as 'the man in the middle' in this exploding industry.

How you can clone their "Copy & Paste" eStore and hit $2,079+ per week in profit with fewer 
than 25 total sales, even with no previous experience.

The "Aim & Fire" Traffic System for getting interested visitors, without ever having to pay for 
ads or waiting around for 'slow traffic' to kick in.

How you can instantly tap into a pool of over 50,000,000+ potential buyers, with thousands of 
dollars to spend on eServices every month, IN ANY NICHE.

How to manage your "eService Dropshipping Store" with near-total automation, no tech skills, 
no inventory, and no physical suppliers.

How the current global situation actually accelerated the growth of this new mega-trend and 
why 'the perfect moment to start' came several years early.
...and much more!

Please Note: We only have limited capacity on each call so be sure to arrive 30 minutes early. Each 
session will run at full capacity and there’s a chance that you won’t be able to get in if you’re late.

go.asigosystem.com/asigoworkshop

RSVP FOR THE FREE LIVE WORKSHOP HERE
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